PROGRAM «SANCTITY OF MOTHERHOOD»
IS BEING IMPLEMENTED WITH ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY THE «ISTOKI» FOUNDATION
WWW.SM.CNSR.RU, WWW.FAP.RU
«…It’s impossible to solve the problem of low birth rate without changing an attitude of the whole society toward family and it’s values. Famous Russian scientist and thinker Dmitry Likhachov once said that loving your native land begins with loving your family. Thus, we should revive our values of caring for the family and our family home».

President Vladimir Putin
Address to the Federal Assembly
10 May 2006
Saving babies’ lives from abortion

Supporting Youth Social Mission

Mass Media activity

Family Studies in School Education
In 2007 Program «Sanctity of Motherhood» started it’s first project – «You Are not Alone» providing psychological support to pregnant women.

The Project promotes public attitude to each new human life as the absolute value.
In 2016 and 2017 the Program with assistance of Ministry of Health Policy has held the National Contest «Sanctity of Motherhood», which is aimed at increasing the birth rate, preventing abortions, improving medical and psychological care provided to pregnant women.

Natalya Yakunina, Head of The Board of Trustees of The Russian National Program «Sanctity of Motherhood»

MORE THAN 200 PARTICIPANTS FROM 60 REGIONS

42 000 SAVED LIVES
In 2016 Foundation of St. Andrew the First Called brought the relics of St. Luka Voyno-Yasenetsky to Patras
Contest for journalistic community on family issues have been held annually since 2014 and supported by the Federal Agency on Press and Mass Communications.

The Family Toolkit for journalists is published together with the Moscow State University Faculty of Journalism.

585 APPLICATIONS FROM 77 RUSSIAN REGIONS IN 2017

TOTAL PRIZE FUND OF 1 000 000 RUB. IS AWARDED TO WINNERS IN 4 NOMINATIONS
In partnership with the «Batya» magazine media cross-project «To Be A Great Father!» is launched. The book containing interviews with successful personalities (movie actors, travellers, sportsmen, writers, musicians) is published. The main topic is how to be a great father and build a happy family. Social advertisements are shown on TV channels.
Exhibition contains family portraits performed by famous Russian photographers. Each picture is truly a work of art, which tells an inspiring and wonderful story.
In partnership with the Russian Academy of Education, the general concept and special issues concerning «Family Studies» are being developed. Such efforts are aimed at introducing «Family Studies» into general (school) education program in Russian Federation.

In 2010, «Family-Life Ethics» is being developed since 2010 in 60 regions. School teachers use textbooks. In 2016, a project for the national monitoring of educational activities on family issues was completed.
The project helps young and socially-active people establish their own NGOs

300 Youth leaders involved

More than 45 experts involved

Schools and other educational activities conducted in more than 20 Russian cities
In 2015 with assistance of Program «Sanctity of Motherhood» a new holiday in honor of St. Dmitry Donskoy and his wife St. Eudokia of Moscow was included in the Church calendar. We support the idea of combining the spiritual meaning of the Church holiday, dedicated to famous Russian saints, with larger value of public holiday «Children and Family Happiness Day».
Russian regions are official partners
Our Program unites a large family oriented community in Russia. We provide solutions in family sphere for public and state institutions.

Since 2010

5 large public forums have been held in Russia
To traditional family values, proclaimed by the Conception, belong values of marriage, understood as the union between man and woman, founded on state registration, created towards building a family, giving birth to and upbringing children, founded on care and respect for each other by children and their parents, characterized through freewill, stability, integrated way of life, connected with simultaneous intention of spouses and all family members to it’s maintenance.

From The Conception of State Family Policy
World Family Congresses in Madrid, Sydney, Salt Lake City, Tbilisi, Budapest. The World Family Congress is the largest movement supporting the natural family. More than 80 countries are participated.
International Forum on Women – Beijing (China) 2015

Dialogue between Russia and Iran on Family, Maternity and Children – First meeting, Moscow 2017

Partnership with China and Iran
«We strive to set forth legislative initiatives in the laws and constitutions of all countries that clearly define the naturally predetermined relationships in the Family as relationships between the male and female, their children and their relatives»

From «The Appeal to the Nations of the World» accepted by International Forum «Large Family and Future of Humanity», Moscow, 10-11 September 2014
Program «Sanctity of Motherhood» is being implemented with assistance provided by the «Istoki» Foundation